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Annex 1 to section 2 within my publication(2) "On multiple anomalies and 

inconsistencies regarding the description of light phenomena in contemporary 

science". 

v1.0           Etienne Brauns 

Abbreviations: CS (contemporary science), CPBD (contemporary paradigms believer and defender), RS (real 
space), ObsAst ("Observer on the asteroid"), MWF (My Website Figure ; a reference to a dynamic Figure through 
an internet web link since it is not possible to directly implement dynamic/animated time stamp type of Figures 
in a Word or PDF format based static publication/document) 

Two additional figures MWF26 and MWF27 are introduced in this annex which enhance the 
illustration of an anomalous/flawed CS "ray of light" model (being used in the models within 
contemporary paradigms such as e.g. the Michelson and Morley so-called null-result paradigm) 

- MWF26 : www.absolute-relativity.be/figures/Figure26_Animation.gif  

- MWF27 : www.absolute-relativity.be/figures/Figure27_Animation.gif  

 (1)  Etienne Brauns, A shattered Equivalence Principle in Physics and a future History of multiple Paradigm Big 
Bangs in "exact" science ? [This is an extended publication of about 450 pages that can be downloaded at 
http://www.absolute-relativity.be] 
 
(2) Etienne Brauns, "On multiple anomalies and inconsistencies regarding the description of light phenomena in 
contemporary science.", 9 pages (http://www.absolute-relativity.be/pdf/MultipleAnomalies_EBrauns.pdf). 

 

Regarding the graphical CS representation (model) within the YouTube video "Time Dilation - 
Albert Einstein and the Theory of Relativity" of a laser pulse exchanged between two space ships: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KHjpBjgIMVk  any CPBD will agree with the 
according/similar representation (fully based on the CS views the blue slanted trajectory within 
MWF25: www.absolute-relativity.be/figures/Figure25_Animation.gif. 
 

On the basis of MWF25, the following situation can be considered within the example of the two 
space ships travelling in parallel/synch through RS. It is assumed that both space ships will 
simultaneously halt at a specific time instance (see also the second CS example in section 2 of (2) 
regarding the movement and halting of a light clock), in a way that ObsAst who is first observing 
both space ships to move in RS over a specific distance, then observes the ships to end their 
movement and thus to arrive in a state of "at rest" with respect to ObsAst. This is depicted within 
MWF26 : www.absolute-relativity.be/figures/Figure26_Animation.gif.  
 

Any CPBD will agree with the graphical representation within MWF26 of having the laser pulse 
travelling further along the slanted trajectory as depicted (while both space ships stopped and 
are now both observed by ObsAst to be at rest). The obvious conclusion is that in this case the 
laser pulse will not arrive at the mirror of the Ship2 and even does not hit Ship2 altogether. The 
laser pulse will be observed by ObsAst to thus travel further into RS in this example. 

On the basis of MWF25 and MWF26 consider then further also another situation as depicted 
within MWF27: www.absolute-relativity.be/figures/Figure27_Animation.gif.  
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Now the laser fires laser pulses within a regular time interval during the time that ObsAst observes 
both ships to move in synch through RS. Any CPBD will claim from the CS views that the laser 
pulses are located, from the horizontal point of view within MWF27, perfectly below the laser, 
thus on the optical axis line of the laser. As an arbitrary example it could be assumed that the 
vertical distance between the two space ships is e.g. 10 light-seconds and that e.g. each second a 
laser pulse is fired. 

It is also assumed that the laser continues to fire laser pulses after the time instance that both 
ships halted, thus when both ships are becoming observed by ObsAst as to be at rest. On the very 

same grounds as within the discussion on MWF24 in (2) it must be very clear to any CPBD that 
the laser pulses being produced by the laser before the time instance that both ships halted 
will be observed by ObsAst to all travel along their slanted trajectories as depicted in MWF27. 
These laser pulses will be considered as to be members of a group A of laser pulses. The 
laser pulses which are produced after the time instance that both ships halted and as 
observed by ObsAst, are also depicted within MWF27 and are considered as to be members of 
a group B of laser pulses. It must be then become very clear from MWF24 to any CPBD that 
CS principles lead to the conclusion that ObsAst is observing the group A of laser pulses to get 
completely detached from a horizontal point of view from the group B of laser pulses (also 
wider and wider horizontally).  

CS also claims that light from a continuous light-source (laser) can be modeled as a non-
interrupted continuous "ray of light" (a non-interrupted linear "laser beam" principle). In the 
case that in MWF27 the laser would be a fully continuous laser (thus continuously producing 
photons) ObsAst thus would also observe in an analogous way : 

- two completely detached segments of "rays of light" (two completely detached 
segments of a laser beam) ?! 

- of which the segment of the group A type of photons will keep moving further away 
sideways horizontally to the left ?! Such is clearly a full inconsistency in the CS model 
of a "ray of light". Moreover, as remarked in (2) and described in detail in (1) 
(MWF2), that inconsistency/anomaly was even experimentally proven by a 
straightforward laser experiment.  

The views by CS within section 2 of (2) are based on a totally flawed inheritance principle of 
the horizontal velocity vector component of the laser or light source. It can be noted that 
MWF 23 is then a more appropriate and consistent model: 

(MWF23 : www.absolute-relativity.be/figures/Figure23_Animation.gif ) 
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